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SIX CPD
DAYS
OUR THIRD SERIES
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20TH OCTOBER 2018
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12TH JANUARY 2019
16TH FEBRUARY 2019
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SHARON TRAVERS
INFO@PSYCHOSEXUALTHERAPY.IE
@SEXTHERAPYIRL

WORKING WITH PSYCHOSEXUAL ISSUES IN THERAPY
Six Workshops on Sex – 2018/2019
This course is intended for psychotherapists, counsellors and psychologists who may
work with couples and individuals who present in therapy with relationship diﬃculties.
Psychosexual concerns are often central to the presenting issues in therapy, yet often
go unexplored. The aims of the course are to enable therapists to develop a level of
comfort to assess and identify such problems. The course material focuses on the
integration of knowledge into practice thus enabling conversations on key areas of
sexuality or sexual diﬃculties. The course will also focus on the therapeutic tools and
essential skills required to eﬀectively support clients to deal with such complex matters.
There will be a strong emphasis on practical skills, experiential learning and debate.
This, our third series of popular workshops, will be
held in Dublin from October 2018 to April 2019. Each
day is designed to be standalone, however each
workshop builds up into a comprehensive training.

Dates:

The fee is €120 per workshop. There is a discount for
four or more workshops if you pay in advance: €100
per workshop.

Saturday 20th October 2018
Saturday 17th November 2018
Saturday 12th January 2019
Saturday 16th February 2019
Saturday 23rd March 2019
Saturday 13th April 2019

Continuing Professional Development:

Venue:

CPD certificates will be provided at the end of each
day. Please see the lovely feedback we’ve received
about our course on our website!

The course will be run in a central Dublin venue.
We are open to providing this training in other
locations.

Topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Working with sexuality issues in the therapeutic
relationship
Male sexual dysfunctions, common themes in
therapy
Female sexual dysfunctions, common themes in
therapy
Working with porn issues
Working with all kinds of couples
Sexual Fantasies/fetishes/kink/polyamory/
chemsex etc – common themes in therapy

Booking:
Please sign up to the mailing list at the website
psychosexualtherapy.ie to be sure to hear about
how to book a place on this course, and to receive
further information about each day. Or follow us on
Twitter @SexTherapyIRL.
Contact us:
Any questions? Please get in touch by emailing us at
info@psychosexualtherapy.ie

Dermod Moore MA, MIAHIP, SIAHIP, ICP, UKCP is an accredited psychotherapist,
supervisor, and workshop facilitator, mostly in private practice. He is on the Programme
Team of the Psychosynthesis Trust in London where he has taught Sexuality and
Gender modules for years.
Trish Murphy B.Soc.Sc., CQSW, M.A, M.Soc.Sc. (reg: FTAI, ICP EAP) divides her work
between working privately as a psychotherapist, organisational training & development,
counselling in Trinity College and lecturing in UCD. She has a weekly column in The Irish
Times.
Sharon Travers BSc, MSc, MIAHIP, ICP, PSI is an accredited psychotherapist,
psychologist and a supervisor. She completed further professional training in
Psychosexual Psychotherapy in DCU at Doctoral level. She currently works in private
practice with couples and individuals who experience a wide range of relationship and
psychosexual issues.

